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The big AIR

Nothing surpasses camping under the tent

to get closer to nature. If the tent is still

today the most simple and economical

shelter, it doesn’t suit those who do not like

camping the hard way !

It is for them that we created the inflatable

tent Cosy Bubble. Forget the tents where

space is limited. No more tents with the 

poles that must be assembled, which break 

of fly in the wind ! No more tents of 

traditional canvases where water and 

insects infiltrate briskly.

Opt for the Cosy Bubble Positive Air Tent. 

Designed by outdoor enthusiasts, Cosy 

Bubble offers you more than a canvas

shelter but a spacious, enveloping and 

soothing living space. Equipped with an 

ultra quiet wind tunnel, you have no frame 

to mount. Easy to store in the car, it inflates

in less than 10 minutes!

Camping in the tent has never been so

enjoyable !



Design inspired by nature   

The design of the Cosy Bubble tents is justified first of all by the pleasure felt in the contemplation of the curves that one finds

in nature. Their curves express by their biological resemblances a softness absent from our traditional shelters. A sphere

does not lock us up like a cube, it materializes our bubble, our self. Curved volumes have very particular properties: they

create an impression of scale and indefinable space. Our customers immediately feel a sense of well-being inside. The light 

by illuminating a curve produces a « gradient » that naturally evokes softness, creating an impression of welcome and 

comfort.           



Canadian quality

Our products are made in Canada by a qualified team dedicated to providing impeccable products that meet the 

expectations of our most demanding customers. The consistency of design, shapes and materials make them high-end 

tents that will go through the test of time.



Outdoor accommodation

Give your visitors innovative glamping outdoor accommodation for an unforgettable vacation close to nature. Spacious and 

bright, our sleek bubble tents are installed in minutes and blend in with the environment.



Comfort, luxury and well-being

Cosy Bubble offers you well-being, comfort and luxury in an ecotourism context. Glamping is a growing trend all over the 

world and attracts those who seek proximity to nature without lugging their equipment and want to experience something

different from the traditional hotel but wihout sacrificing comfort.



Yesterday to today

Pierre Jutras created his first inflatable tent in Longueuil with his wife on the kitchen table in the 70’s. Passionate about the 

outdoors,  he camped with his family with his trailer tent. Noting that electricity was more and more common on campsites, he

came up with the idea of creating a positive air pressure tent thatt would offer much more space and light than a traditional

tent, and above all that would be more compact and affordable than a tent trailer. Later, his two daughters adopted it to camp 

with their famlily all over Quebec from Abitibi to the Magdalen Islands! In 2015, wanting to share their innovation, Pierre Jutras 

and his two daughters Dominique and Marie-Claude founded Cosy Bubble.



Welcome to Cosy Bubble

Our 3,500 sq. ft. Manufacturing facility is located in the Boucherville Industrial Park on the south shore of 

Montreal near major highways. Come meet us !



EVERYBODY TALKS ABOUT IT…



Innovation and commitment

POSITIVE AIR PRESSURE TENT 

• 180 sq.ft. To 250 sq. ft and customized according to your needs

• No pole to assemble – continious airflow

• No insect and allergenic material inside

• Very high resistance to wind

• Easy to store (30 kg)

• Electric blower (1.2 amp) 150 watts

• Inflates in 10 minutes!           

COMMIT TO THE FUTURE

Because it is important for us to preserve

the environment for the generations that

follow, we give 1% of each tent sold to 

Arbre-Evolution, a socio-environmental

organization that offers a carbon offset 

service through reforestation projects and 

offers diversified services involving

communities in Quebec and elsewhere in 

the world.



Your only destination for tents of distinction

WWW.COSYBUBBLE.COM


